SUMMER 2019
FIELD TRIP OPPORTUNTIES

“Bringing the community together through the arts”
To schedule a tour please call the PVA office at
(831) 722-3062 or email a request to: tours@pvacarts.org
Tours can be scheduled outside of gallery hours by special arrangement.
BILINGUAL TOURS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

June 1 - October 31

Sculpture IS: In the Garden 2019, marks our thirteenth sculpture exhibit in partnership
with Sierra Azul Nursery & Garden. Visit the stunning two-acre demonstration garden with more than a hundred sculptures in a variety of medias, including: steel, wood,
ceramics, bronze, glass, and concrete. They are wonderful to view in a beautiful natural
setting. Bring a sketchbook and camera! ENJOY.

Members’ Exhibit: MIRRORS
Routine © Linda Christensen

June 19 - July 28

Sun Burst © Scott Graham & Cristy Aloysi

Sculpture IS: In the Garden 2019

We are pleased to present PVA’s annual members show. This exhibit is a collection
of fine art works contributed by seventy-five of our members. It includes paintings,
drawings, sculpture, and mixed media creations. The theme of this year’s show is
MIRRORS. A mirror is a reflecting surface that produces an image of whatever is in
front of it. As a verb, it means to represent something honestly or to give a representation of something that is similar to something else. The pieces in this exhibit
explore these meanings and how language, culture, personal identity, politics, and
customs are reflected in today’s society.

Plein Air: Our Bounty
August 14 - September 29
Dozens of invited artists are again planning to brave the weather, climb hills, lug easels,
paint, and canvases to sites in southern Santa Cruz County. Painting outside on the land,
en Plein Air, has long been a traditional pursuit in Santa Cruz because of the natural light
and beauty of our collective landscape. Generous owners have granted access during the
months of June and July for the actual painting. Concepts for discussion during tours may
include: different artist interpretations of the same properties, the importance of protecting “Our Bounty” and being stewards of the land. Colorful art to explore!
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